
Baywatch and 3 Mobile Terms and Conditions
These terms and conditions are the rules which apply to this Promotion.  By submitting an entry,
entrants will be deemed to have agreed to be bound by them.

1. Promoter: The Promotion is organised by Paramount Pictures UK Registered Office: Building
5/Chiswick Park/566 Chiswick High Rd, London W4 5YF.  The Prizes are administered and
provided by Element, 5 Morie Street, Wandsworth Town, London SW18 1SL.

2. Promotion Period: The Promotion opens on Tuesday 23rd May at 9.00AM BST and closes on
Monday 31st July 2017 at 11:59PM BST.

3. Eligibility: To be eligible to enter the Promotion, entrants must be a United Kingdom resident
aged 21 years old or over (“Eligible Entrants”). The winner may be required to submit valid
identification in order to receive a Prize. This Promotion is not open to employees of
Paramount Pictures UK, its agents, contractors, consultants, or anyone professionally
connected with the Promotion.

4. No purchase necessary however a valid Twitter account and/or internet access is
required.

5. To Enter: Entrants must either:
1. Go to www.baywatchmovie.co.uk/3mobile and complete the form with your answer to

the the question and your full name, email address, telephone number and date of birth
to be entered into the prize draw.
OR

2. Log onto your Twitter account (or create one for free), follow @ParamountUK  then
tweet the answer to the question in the Promotional tweet and the hashtag
#GoRoamMiami to be entered into the prize draw.

Twitter entries that do not contain the hashtag will not be valid
 

6. By submitting your information and creating a Twitter account, you agree to the
Twitter terms of use and privacy notice. If you do not agree to such terms of use and
privacy notice, you cannot create a Twitter account or participate in this Promotion
via Twitter.

7. Those entering via Twitter, must continue to follow the @ParamountUK after the end
of the Promotion Period in order to be contacted if selected as a winner.

8. All entries must be received by the end of the Promotion Period to be valid and no
liability is accepted for illegible, incomplete or late entries.

9. Maximum one entry per person via either Twitter or Via the website during the
Promotion Period. Any further entries submitted by one person will not be accepted
and are ineligible to win.

10. Prizes: After the end of the Promotion Period, PromoVeritas, the independent Promotional
Verification Service will choose 1 winner from all valid entries received to win a trip to Miami
for two people with travel and accommodation included.

11. Prize Details and Conditions:
a. The Prize includes:

1. Return economy flights from the winner’s nearest international airport in the UK
to Miami.

2. 4 night’s stay in a luxury hotel accommodation based on 2 adults sharing one
room on a room only basis.

3. 1x BAYWATCH-style Lifeguard Training experience for the winner and their
guest.

4. 1x Speedboat Experience for the winner and their guest.



room on a room only basis.
3. 1x BAYWATCH-style Lifeguard Training experience for the winner and their

guest.
4. 1x Speedboat Experience for the winner and their guest.
5. 1x Jet Ski Island Tour for the winner and their guest.
6. 1x VIP Three-Course Dinner at an Exclusive Beach Club, for the winner and

their guest.
7. Drinks at and exclusive Rooftop Bar for the winner and their guest.
8. Travel insurance for the winner and their guest.

b. Airline seats are subject to availability.
c. Flight tickets are non-refundable and non-transferable. Once tickets have been issued,

they are only valid for flights, dates and times shown. Name changes to the flight seats
once confirmed are not permitted.

d. The winner and their guests must abide by and are subject to the Airline’s published
Conditions of Carriage.

e. The Trip must be taken on dates that include a Saturday at the chosen hotel.
f. The winner must contact prize provider with three preferred travel dates no later than six

weeks prior to the date of departure.
g. The winner is solely responsible for any additional charges incurred at the hotel during

their stay, including, without limitation, costs of meals, drinks, additional nights and
services together with related taxes.

h. A valid credit or debit card will be required to check in to your room and will be used to
guarantee any incidentals such as in-room calls or services

i. Guest must be at least 21 years old.
j. The winner and their guest must travel together in both directions;
k. All elements of the prize package must be taken as part of the same trip;
l. The winner and their guest will require a passport valid for at least 6 months on date of

travel. Please note, effective 1 April 2016, all passengers travelling to the USA
under the Visa Waiver Program must hold a passport with an integrated chip.

m. BAYWATCH-style Lifeguard Training Experience:
1. The training is approx. 4 hours.
2. All participants must be able to swim.
3. The lesson can be conducted in English or Spanish.
4. The training includes two professional Miami lifeguard instructors and roundtrip

transfers.
n. Speedboat Experience:

1. The experience is approx. 90 mins.
2. The driver must be 22 years of age or older.
3. No swimming is allowed on the tour and participants must follow guide for

duration of tour.
4. The tour, safety briefing and full instruction will be conducted in English by a

personal tour guide in another boat and includes roundtrip transfers.
o. Jet Ski Island Tour:

1. The training is approx. 1 hour by and expert guide.
2. Participants must bring a valid photo ID, a credit card or cash for $500 security

deposit (per ski), sun protection and a swimsuit.
3. Jet ski rental and roundtrip transfers are included.
4. All riders between the ages of 14 and 22 must take a 15-minute test to be eligible

to ride a jet ski.
5. Session and instruction will be conducted in English.

p. VIP Three-Course Dinner:
1. The Prize is dinner to the value of $250 for the winner and their guest, including

20% gratuity.
q. Drinks at and exclusive Rooftop Bar:

1. Prize includes a bar tab to the value of $100. Minimum age is 21 years old and
proof of age may be required.

2. The Prize also includes one way transfers.
r. Activities will vary depending on availability and weather conditions.
s. Travel insurance will be supplied for the winner and their guest before departure with no

pre-existing medical conditions. Travel insurance is subject to restrictions and the
terms and conditions of the insurance provider. It is the responsibility of the winner and
their guest to meet any additional costs relating to obtaining insurance cover for any
pre-existing medical conditions and/or for any additional costs as may be specified
where the winner and/or their guest are aged 85 or over.



terms and conditions of the insurance provider. It is the responsibility of the winner and
their guest to meet any additional costs relating to obtaining insurance cover for any
pre-existing medical conditions and/or for any additional costs as may be specified
where the winner and/or their guest are aged 85 or over.

t. The Prize do not include any other additional expenses including, for example, car
parking charges, car rental, excess baggage charges, meals or drinks, additional
excursions and attractions, domestic transport to and from airports, Electronic System
for Travel Authorisation (ESTA) for the US (if applicable) or any other visas or
spending money. The winner and their guest is solely responsible for these
arrangements and expenses.

u. The winner must engage with Element and Paramount Pictures UK in order to arrange
the details of the Prize (including by providing all required information in order for the
flights and accommodation for the winner and his/her chosen friend to be booked, and
arranging how the Prize (or aspects of it) will be provided).

v. The Prize cannot be taken over Christmas, New Year or Public Holidays in the
departure or arrival country.

w. The Prize is valid for 12 months from the date of notification of winning, and all travel
must be completed within that time.

12. The Prizes are not transferable.  No cash alternatives will be offered.  Paramount Pictures UK
reserves the right at any time to substitute an alternative prize of similar or greater value.
Further, Paramount Pictures UK reserve the right at any time to cancel, modify or supersede
the Promotion (including altering the Prizes). No communications will be entered into by
Paramount Pictures UK regarding this.

13. The winner of the Prize will cooperate with any reasonable requests made by Paramount
Pictures UK relating to any post-winning promotional activity (including his/her first name
and entry being used in any and all Paramount Pictures UK marketing activity across all
media).

14. The winner is responsible for the behaviour of themselves and their guest whilst taking the
Prize. The Promoter reserves the right in its absolute discretion to exclude the winner and/or
guest from participation in any aspect of the Prize if any party fails to comply with the
directions of the Promoter or any companies associated with the Prize or the winner and/or
guest act in a manner that is dangerous to themselves or to the public or is, in the opinion of
the Promoter, anti-social in any manner or which causes a disturbance or nuisance to others.

15. Selection of winners: All valid entries received by the Promoter during the Promotion Period
will be entered into a prize draw to be conducted within 3 working days of the closing date by
an independent entity.

16. Contacting the winner: The winner will be contacted via and email address or a direct
message on Twitter (depending on the method of entry) with 3 working days of the draw and
will be required to respond to confirm acceptance of the Prize within 72 hours of notification.
Reasonable efforts will be made by Paramount Pictures UK to contact the winner of the
Prize. If the winner of the Prize cannot be successfully contacted, does not claim the Prize
within 72 hours of notification, or is unable to comply with these terms and conditions,
Paramount Pictures UK reserves the right to offer the Prize to another Eligible Entrant. Failure
to respond or failure to meet the eligibility requirements may result in forfeiture of the Prize.

17. Moderation: The Promoter will reject entries which, in the reasonable opinion of the
Promoter:

a. contains any content that is offensive or could reflect negatively on the name,
reputation, or goodwill of the Promoter or any brand partner;

b. includes trademarks, logos, or copyright material not owned by you or used without the
rights owner's prior written permission (including famous names, company names,
etc.);

c. defames, misrepresents, or insults other people or companies, including, but not limited
to the Promoter (including its partners); or

d. promotes any political agenda.
18. Redeeming your Prize: Element on behalf of Paramount Pictures UK will directly contact

the winner as soon as possible with details on how the winner may redeem their Prize. Element
will be responsible for booking the flights and accommodation, and will have regard to the
winner’s desired dates of travel, airports, and trip duration (although this is ultimately at the
discretion of Three). The winner must work with Element to book their Prize within 3 months
of winning or they will risk forfeiture of the Prize.

19. Paramount Pictures UK cannot accept responsibility for entries lost, corrupted, or delayed in



discretion of Three). The winner must work with Element to book their Prize within 3 months
of winning or they will risk forfeiture of the Prize.

19. Paramount Pictures UK cannot accept responsibility for entries lost, corrupted, or delayed in
transmission.

20. Under no circumstances will Paramount Pictures UK (or its parent, subsidiaries and affiliated
companies) be liable (unless such liability cannot be lawfully excluded) for any losses,
damages, costs or expenses arising from or in any way connected with any errors, defects,
interruptions, malfunctions or delays in the Promotion, redemption process, or the Prizes (or
any aspects of them), and Paramount Pictures UK excludes liability, to the fullest extent
permitted by law, for any loss or damage caused to a winners of a Prizes, his/her companion,
arising out of or connected to the Prizes or this Promotion.

21. Paramount Pictures UK and Element will only use the personal details supplied for the
administration of the promotion and for no other purpose, unless we have your consent. Click
to see the Promoter’s privacy policies here:
http://www.paramountmovies.com/legal/uk_privacypolicy.php.

22. If for any reason the Promotion is not capable of running as planned for reasons including but
not limited to tampering, unauthorised intervention, fraud, technical failures or any other
causes beyond the control of the Promoter which corrupt or affect the administration, security,
fairness, integrity or proper conduct of this promotion, the Promoter reserves the right (subject
to any written directions given under applicable law) to disqualify any individual who tampers
with the entry process and to terminate, modify or suspend the Promotion.

23. If an act, omission, event or circumstance occurs which us beyond the reasonable control of
the Promoter and which prevents the Promoter from complying with these terms and
conditions the Promoter will not be liable for any failure to perform or delay in performing its
obligation.

24. This Promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with
Twitter. You understand that you are providing your information to the Promoter and not to
Twitter, and that Twitter has no liability for any element of this Promotion.

25. The name and county of the winner will be available by going to
https://twitter.com/ParamountUK after 20th August 2017 for 4 weeks.

26. Entry into the Promotion signifies acceptance of these terms and conditions.
27. Paramount Pictures UK reserve the right to amend these terms and conditions at any time

without notice due to unforeseen circumstances.  Any changes to the terms will be published at
http://www.baywatchmovie.co.uk/3mobile.

28. These Terms and Conditions are governed by English law.
 
 


